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ow do you get authoritarian
leaders to step down before
their stubbornness lays waste

to their countries? When the Jasmine
Revolution forced former President Zine
al-Bidine Ben Ali to flee into exile in
Saudi Arabia last month, hope seemed
to awaken again that people power can
topple dictators. Ben Ali had ruled
Tunisia for 23 years. Across North
Africa and the Arab world, people rose
up in protest against their rulers: in
Egypt, Yemen, Jordan and Syria. 

In the first two countries, the long-
time presidents promised not to run for
office and not to back their sons as
their successors. In Jordan, the king
sacked the government with promises
of reforms. But as Egypt’s Hosni
Mubarak rejects the crowd’s demands
that he step down immediately, Egypt’s
popular revolution has stalled. Mubarak
seems to be playing a waiting game. 

Mubarak is not the only authoritari-
an whom opposition seems unable to
unseat. In Zimbabwe, Robert Mugabe’s
misrule has impoverished what was
once one of Africa’s richest and most
advanced countries; and Mugabe seems
to be slipping out of the power-sharing
agreement with Prime Minister
Morgan Tsvangirai of the opposition
Movement for Democratic Change.
With Mugabe’s new aggressiveness, the
country has begun to slip back into a
situation of economic and social dis-
tress. 

In Ivory Coast, President Laurent
Gbagbo has refused to step aside for
the newly elected Alassane Ouattara,
whose government is holed up in a
hotel guarded by U.N. troops. Several
African Union efforts to mediate an
end to the standoff have not altered the
situation. The union’s threat to use
force has proved an empty one. For a
variety of reasons, West African gov-
ernments are reluctant to take action
against Gbagbo. 

A major factor, certainly, in the
obstinacy of delegitimated leaders is the

military. Popular uprisings can lead to
political change when the military
stands aside, as it did in Tunisia in
January or in the Philippines in 1988.
In Egypt, however, the military’s posi-
tion has been uncertain at best. For this
reason, the Obama administration is
right to attempt to employ its longtime
ties to the Egyptian armed forces to
facilitate a transition in government.
But what the military will do is hard to
discern. 

What is distinctive about Egypt is
not only that the young people’s upris-
ing continues to grow, but that it has
maintained extraordinary nonviolent
discipline in its ranks. The protestors in
Tahrir Square police their own trash,
receive and protect visitors and tend to
their wounded. More remarkable, there
does not appear to be any training in
the techniques of nonviolence. Violence
has come from agents provocateurs, so-
called Mubarak supporters with out-of-
uniform police and secret police in their
numbers. If the protestors’ nonviolent
resistance can be maintained as the
movement grows, there may be oppor-
tunity for the kind of broad public cam-
paign of noncooperation that could
force the military to give up its lingering
support for Mubarak in the interest of
preserving its identification with the
Egyptian people. 

In sub-Saharan Africa, nonviolent
resistance does not seem yet to be an
option. Under the principle of the
Responsibility to Protect, the removal
of dictators depends on the internation-
al community. It appears that the
African Union lacks the will and the
capacity to force despots from power, so
the responsibility falls to the United
Nations. In the absence of a standing
emergency force, however, the Security
Council is also hamstrung. In the Arab
world popular resistance may offer an
alternative; in sub-Saharan Africa there
seems to be no workable alternative to
despotism yet. 
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CURRENT COMMENT

Through Arab Eyes 
The world has turned upside down again. U.S. policy had
imagined that “stability” in the Middle East and
Mediterranean Africa came from support for Arab dicta-
tors—and unquestioning defense of Israel. Dictators might
squelch democracy, but they would “keep the lid on.”
Unexpectedly, in Tunisia and Egypt the lid is now off. 

Why are we surprised? Because the corporate media—
cable and satellite companies, like Comcast and DirecTV—
fearing pressure from the Bush administration during the
Iraq war and from the Israel lobby at all times, have frozen
out Arab voices.

Suddenly our media have discovered that Al Jazeera, the
Arab television channel based in Qatar, has beaten them to
the punch in Egypt with round-the-clock coverage in
Cairo, Suez and elsewhere. Traffic to its English-language
Web site increased by 2,500 percent in a single week. 

Its journalists cover both sides, but they want to restore
the balance lost by the West’s media bias. In 2006 Al
Jazeera opened a Washington bureau with Dave Marash, a
veteran of ABC’s “Nightline,” as anchor. But viewers in the
United States outside of Washington have virtually no
access to Al Jazeera broadcasts. 

The Web site Aljazeera.com demonstrates both the
professionalism of its journalists and their dedication to
ideals that Americans share. The American cable and
satellite operators have a moral and civic obligation to
carry Al Jazeera news. The alternative is to discover again,
too late, what is wrong with a one-sided view of the world. 

Lower Rate, Fewer Loopholes
Since the U.S. federal corporate tax rate (35 percent) is
higher than that of many other countries, business inter-
ests claim the rate hinders their global competitiveness.
Look for that argument to be made often, and for the cur-
rent rate to be trotted out to justify a corporate tax cut if
Congress takes up tax reform. Businesses would have a
valid point if the 35 percent rate corresponded to what
corporations actually pay. But it does not. 

Legal loopholes allow many corporations to avoid pay-
ing the official rate. Some pay almost nothing. In one egre-
gious example, The Carnival Corporation, a cruise line,
paid a mere 1.1 percent of its multibillion dollar profits in
taxes—federal, state, local and foreign combined—over the
last five years (The New York Times, 2/2). To cite another
example, one in five of the Fortune 500 companies paid
less than 20 percent in taxes; 39 of those paid less than 10
percent. Such figures show that claims of lack of competi-

tiveness due to high taxes is a ruse. 
The two biggest loopholes, in terms of lost federal rev-

enue, are deferred income from foreign sources and acceler-
ated depreciation of equipment and machinery. Loopholes
also cause problems: a focus on finding deductions can dis-
tort business decisions. And because some companies pay
much higher tax rates than their peers, depending on the
savvy of their tax lawyers, the current system lacks fairness.
No tax cut alone would solve these problems. 

Any reform worth the name must contain two provi-
sions: a lower tax rate and the closing of loopholes, at least
those that are the most significant for raising revenue and
establishing peer fairness. A law with both provisions
could make corporate tax reform a boon to government
and to corporations, a win-win solution for all but the
most loophole-dependent.

Health Care Myths Die Hard
Republicans pushed for a Senate vote to repeal last year’s
hard-won health care reform legislation, resurrecting a
series of dubious or outright fraudulent assertions: Health
care reform will kill jobs—it will not. Reform will bankrupt
the nation—in fact, the Congressional Budget Office
reports it will shave $143 billion from the deficit by 2019. 

While legislative gestures like these make good political
theater, they will not succeed in reversing the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act. In fact, they are not
intended to. But there is evidence that the various rhetori-
cal attacks on reform are having at least one desired
effect—spreading disinformation. In a recent Kaiser
Family Foundation pop quiz on reform, only 1 percent of
people surveyed were able to respond correctly to 10 ques-
tions about the actual impact of health care reform. It is no
surprise that Democrats scored best on the quiz—32 per-
cent got 7 or more right. Only 18 percent of Republicans
could match that unimpressive performance.

Many respondents still believe (mistakenly) that reform
means the creation of a government-run insurance plan
and that it will allow undocumented immigrants to receive
government assistance to purchase insurance; 40 percent
still believe the package includes the Republican-invented,
fictitious “death panel” that can make end-of-life decisions
for people on Medicare.

These survey results suggest that proponents of reform
must do a better job of persuading the public of its benefits.
They might begin by more aggressively defending against the
mischaracterizations or outright fabrications by those who
are attempting to kill this nascent movement toward a health
care system that will provide for all with dignity and equity.



hile the pontificate of Pope Benedict XVI has
certainly enjoyed major successes, like the
pope’s visit last fall to England to beatify

Cardinal Newman, the crises that have led to empty pews in
the Catholic parishes of England, Europe and the United
States persist.

The fundamental criticism of the institutional church
is that its clerical, all-male establishment has not made room
for other voices. There is no need to list the number of
recent policy decisions, from Rome to home, which would
have been more prudent if only a variety of laypersons had
been consulted. 

Jesus told his disciples that they were servants, that
they were to feed the hungry and share their wealth with the
poor and that they should demonstrate their love for one
another by offering their lives in service. Some in church
leadership have done the opposite, creating a culture of cler-
icalism that too often values loyalty over accountability. In
these circumstances, a project of reform is essential to reju-
venate church leadership and give greater voice to the whole
church. As Pope John Paul II wrote in “Novo Millennio
Ineunte,” quoting St. Paulinus of Nola: “Let us listen to
what all the faithful say, because in every one of them the
Spirit of God breathes” (No. 45). 

How to begin? No one should anticipate changes in
the existing discipline on celibacy or in the teaching on
women’s ordination, but there are other ways to reform
church structures to allow women and married men to par-
ticipate in church governance. One proposal is simply to
change canon law to admit laypeople to the College of
Cardinals. The church could thereby continue its all-male
priesthood, yet transform the “men’s club” into a church with
a face that more resembles the people of God described in
the documents of the Second Vatican Council. 

A more realistic proposal, however, would entail two
steps: First, reorganize diocesan offices so that laypeople
constitute at least half of the bishop’s principal advisers.
(Increasing numbers of laity have already been hired as staff
in many U.S. dioceses.) Second, create a new body, an inter-
national council of laypersons to share functions with the
College of Cardinals. After attrition among the cardinals,
each of the two bodies eventually could have 100 members.
The lay members would be Catholics who love the church
and are recognized for sound Christian judgment. They
would come from a variety of occupations—education,
health, religious life, law, the arts, business, science, govern-

ment and labor. Church leadership would not
be limited to elderly men but would be expand-
ed to include men and women, married and
unmarried, of different ages. Wisdom, after all,
can be found from a multitude of sources,
something that St. Benedict acknowledged
when he urged an abbot at a monastery to
solicit the opinion of even the youngest member of the com-
munity: “By the Lord’s inspiration, it is often a younger per-
son who knows what is best.”

Some members of the council would direct Vatican
offices; others would come to Rome for regular consulta-
tion. Membership could be proportionate to the Catholic
populations throughout the world, chosen for a specified
term on the recommendation of grass-roots representative
caucuses of clergy and laity. The combined college and
council would share three functions: administer the Vatican
offices, advise the pope and select his successor. 

These laypeople would offer much-needed perspec-
tive on the impact of the teachings and practices of the
church, including such divisive subjects as contraception,
the role of women in the church, the treatment of homosex-
uals and the failure of authorities to respond quickly and
forcefully to the scandal of sexual abuse by members of the
clergy. They would understand other pastoral failings, like
the denial of the Eucharist to public persons because of
their political positions, a too modest peace and justice
agenda, lackluster liturgies with unprepared sermons and
insensitive celebrants. 

One may object that this initiative is a “pie in the sky”
idea that the clerical establishment would never accept.
Perhaps. Yet the implementation of specific alternatives like
a lay council need not threaten the current leadership. For
the authority of the church “is exercised in the service of
truth and charity” (“Ut Unum Sint,” No. 3). Nor would a
council undermine the pope’s authority. As Pope John Paul
II wrote of the papacy: “The authority proper to this min-
istry is completely at the service of God’s merciful plan and it
must always be seen in this perspective” (No. 92). Discerning
that plan is a task that Catholics should take on together. 

Following Pope John Paul’s example, we encourage
our readers, clergy and lay, to evaluate this proposal and sug-
gest other reforms that would achieve the same goals. The
church has survived these 2,000 years because at key
moments it chose the path of renewal. It may be that anoth-
er such moment has arrived.

Laity Near the Top?
W
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ho are they? Where did they go? Are they ever coming
back? A search party of 600 or so braved mountains of
snow outside Fordham University’s Lincoln Center campus

in New York to discuss the whereabouts of twenty-somethings in the
Catholic Church on Jan. 28-29. The operating principle behind “Lost?
Twenty-Somethings and the Church,” a conference sponsored by the
Francis and Ann Curran Center for American Catholic Studies and the
Fordham Center on Religion and Culture, was the widely accepted
notion that twenty-somethings raised as Catholics are swelling the
ranks of the religiously unaffiliated.

Several studies have confirmed this suspicion, most notably a Pew
Research study that found that 25 percent of adults under 30 describe
their religious affiliation as atheist, agnostic or nothing in particular. James
Davidson, an emeritus professor of sociology at Purdue University, noted
his discomfort with some interpretations of the research. Davidson said it
overstates the case to label the newly unaffiliated as “former Catholics.”

“Viewing them as ‘former Catholics’ suggests that they have made a clean

people of God are called to reform and
renew the church. This is one such
moment.” While the program is seen
as a response to the widespread disap-
pointment and anger felt by Irish
Catholics in the wake of the scandal of
sexual abuse by members of the clergy,
Bishop Treanor insisted that “even if
the scandals didn’t happen, even if

“listening program” has been
launched across the 88
parishes of the Diocese of

Down and Connor, near Belfast in
Northern Ireland, intended to draw
the counsel of parishioners in church
affairs. Noel Treanor, the diocesan
bishop, said, “The history of the
church includes moments when the

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
Y O U N G  C A T H O L I C S

A ‘Lost’ Generation Sighted 
At Fordham Conference

L I S T E N I N G  A N D  S P E A K I N G  U P

Irish, German Statements
Seek Church Renewal

there were just as many priests now as
there were 50 years ago, this process
would still be necessary.

“We have been grappling since the
1960s with the whole idea of how we
make the church more participative,”
he said. “This will be a step toward
that, a step toward a church that is
more open, transparent and where
there is accountability.” Bishop
Treanor said he wanted “to live in a
church where someone can feel free to
say exactly what they think to a bishop
and where a bishop can be free to say

break with the church,” Davidson said.
“It is true they don’t belong to local
parishes or support the church in any
other way…. But, by canon law, they are
still Catholic, and—when you get to
know them a little better than you do in
a telephone interview—you learn that
many of them are still very Catholic and
think of themselves that way.”

Professor Robert Putnam of

Harvard University strongly disagreed.
Putnam is a co-author with David
Campbell of the recently published
book American Grace: How Religion
Divides and Unites Us. He judged
Davidson’s opinion to be far too opti-
mistic. “The one-third who are not
affiliated are not Catholic despite Jim
wanting it to be so,” he said, noting that

this group has no measurable ties to
Catholic practice or identity.

Campbell, a professor of political
science at the University of Notre
Dame, mentioned that a significant
portion of those young adults leaving
the church do so because they are
uncomfortable with what they per-
ceive to be an inappropriate mixing of

A
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carry responsibility” in their own lives
and that it should “not revert to pater-

Sexuality, Spirituality, Romance, and
Religion on America’s College Campuses,
spoke about “hook-up culture” on
America’s college campuses. Her study
found that undergraduates—with the
exception of evangelical Christians—
are both sexually active and deeply
unsatisfied, reporting feelings of loneli-
ness despite frequent hook-ups. 

One of the few panelists at the con-
ference who was himself twenty-
something, Patrick Landry, a middle
school teacher, drew loud applause
when he confessed that he was in the
“murky, messy middle” in terms of the
church’s teachings on sex and felt that
many of his friends likewise struggled
to reconcile those teachings with their
lived faith lives.

“We feel disconnected,” said 23-
year-old Jennifer Sawyer. “People are
talking about us rather than to us.”
Sawyer also spoke of the “in-between-
ness” she and her friends feel—unmar-
ried, childless and working at entry-
level jobs that seem to have little
future. “We graduated into the worst
financial climate since the Great
Depression. Many of my friends are
getting less optimistic that good things
are ahead for us.”

Sawyer is right to be concerned.

exactly what he thinks.”
The call for such active listening

was not limited to Northern Ireland.
On Feb. 3 an Irish priests’ association
issued a statement proposing a delay in
implementing the new translation of
the Roman Missal. Meanwhile, on the
continent a statement was signed by
more than 200 theologians in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland
calling for the church to address the
problems of the priest shortage by
allowing married priests, permitting
women to have more active roles in

church ministry and letting
laypeople help select bishops
and pastors.

The theologians said on Feb.
4 that they could no longer
remain silent in the face of a lin-
gering crisis within the church
because of the sexual abuse
scandals, the priest shortage and
the increasing rate of Catholics
“terminating” their relation-
ship with the church. They
said the church should “trust in peo-
ple’s ability to make decisions and

Twenty-somethings are too often seen
but not heard in discussions about the
church’s future, but her cohort is not the
future of the church. It is the present.
They might not look, act, think or
believe the same way their parents did,
but they are here now, seeking greater
meaning and purpose in their lives. And
they are keenly aware of how under-
served they often are by their own faith
community. They may be “seekers,” but
that does not mean they are lost.

For the church, their plight brings
to mind a Gospel teaching: “Which of
you, if you had 100 sheep, and lost one
of them, would not leave the 99 in the
wilderness, and go after the one that
was lost until he found it?” (Lk 15: 4).
The “Lost” conference raised the
notion that perhaps the paradigm of
the good shepherd has been turned
inside out. Is the church more con-
cerned with tending to the one
remaining sheep than with the 99
roaming the wild? If that is the case,
who is actually lost: twenty-some-
things or the church itself?

BILL MCGARVEY, former editor of BustedHalo
.com, spoke about the church and popular cul-
ture at the Fordham conference. Adapted with
permission from The Tablet: http://www
.thetablet.co.uk.

religion and conservative politics.
Their own political instincts do not fit
any neat categories. For instance,
Catholics under 30 tend to be liberal
on the issue of homosexuality but
more pro-life than their parents.

Donna Freitas, associate professor
of religion at Hofstra University and
author of Sex and the Soul: Juggling

“Lost? Twenty-Somethings and the
Church,” a conference at 

Fordham University

Bishop Noel Treanor commissions lay facilitators
for the diocesan listening program on Feb. 2.
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nalism.” They praised the church’s
esteem for married and unmarried
lives but said this should not exclude
same-sex couples and divorced and
remarried couples, though the state-
ment stopped short of asking the
church to officially sanction same-sex
unions.

At a news conference in Dublin on
Feb. 3, representatives from the
Association of Catholic Priests
appealed for a five-year postponement
of the introduction of the new missal
to allow further consultation with
priests and the laity. They said the pro-
posed literal translations from Latin
had produced texts that were “archaic,
elitist and obscure and not in keeping
with the natural rhythm, cadence and
syntax of the English language.”

“We are saying very clearly that this
new translation of the missal is not
acceptable,” said the Rev. Gerard Alwill,
pastor of a rural parish in the Diocese
of Kilmore, during the news confer-
ence. “We are deeply concerned that if
these new texts are imposed, they could
create chaos in our church. Our church
doesn’t need chaos at this time.”

United by Democracy
Christians and Muslims are involved
together in the democracy and reform
movements bubbling up around the
Middle East, and members of both
communities will gain from their suc-
cess and suffer if they are violently sup-
pressed, said a leading Lebanese
Muslim scholar. With demonstrations
in Tunisia and Egypt, simmering
unrest in Yemen and government
changes in Lebanon, “I am both wor-
ried and hopeful,” said Muhammad al-
Sammak, adviser to the chief mufti of
Lebanon and secretary general of
Lebanon’s Christian-Muslim Com-
mittee for Dialogue. “It is true that the
situation of Christians in the Middle

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

From CNS and other sources. 

It is his faith in God, particularly “that biblical injunc-
tion to serve the least of these, that keeps me going and
that keeps me from being overwhelmed,” President
Barack Obama said at the National Prayer Breakfast
on Feb. 3. • Bread for the World’s president, the
Lutheran pastor and economist David Beckmann,
describes himself as a careful follower of Catholic
social teaching, which he called a great resource for all
Christians. • Police in Bogotá, Colombia, were investigating the
murders of two priests, Rafael Reatiga Rojas, 34, and Richard
Piffano Laguado, 36, who were found on Jan. 26 shot to death after
an apparent robbery. • Responding to the increasing number of
Christians moving into northern Iraq to escape violence in the south,
the Archdiocese of Arbil on Feb. 2 announced plans for the con-
struction of a university and hospital. • On Feb. 4 Prince Charles
became the first member of the British royal family to enter a
Catholic church in Ireland, visiting St. Malachy’s Church in Belfast
to tour its restoration. • San Salvador’s Archbishop José Luis
Escobar Alas hopes President Barack Obama’s visit on March 22-23
will set the stage for a “radical reform” of immigration issues.

N E W S B R I E F S

David
Beckmann

East is not good,” he said, adding that
the region’s governments must do
more to protect the religious minori-
ties in their midst. “The political out-
come [of unrest] is likely to take dif-
ferent shapes in different countries,” he
said. “Christians in the Middle East
are part of this change. They are not
opposed to it; they are not leading it;
they are part of it.”

Indian Christians 
Reject Report
Christian leaders rejected a report that
cleared Hindu fundamentalists of
responsibility for a series of attacks on
Christian targets in southern
Karnataka State in India and demand-
ed that the federal government con-
duct its own inquiry. “The Christian
community is deeply saddened by this

report,” Archbishop Bernard Moras of
Bangalore, president of the Karnataka
Catholic Bishops Council, said during
a news conference on Feb. 5. Attacks
on three dozen churches and other
Christian targets across the state in
September 2008 were investigated.
The commission absolved the state
government, led by members of the
Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party, police and Hindu fundamental-
ist groups of the attacks despite con-
trary testimony from dozens of
Christians. “We cooperated with the
inquiry in the hope that justice will be
done,” Archbishop Moras said.
“Shockingly, the report is biased
against Christians, and it absolves the
culprits.”



14. It is against reason to be bur-
densome to others, showing no amuse-
ment and acting as a grouch. Those
without a sense of fun, who never say
anything ridiculous and are cantanker-
ous with those who do, these are
vicious and are called grumpy and
rude.

15. Justice without mercy is cruelty;
mercy without justice is a waste.

16. Two main reasons why people
fall short of justice—
deference to the power-
ful and deference to the
mob.

17. Person signifies
what is noblest in the
whole of nature.

These little maxims
touch only the surface of
Aquinas’s depths; but
they are worthy of be-
ing Christian mantras.
What is more, they are

never contradicted in the mighty con-
ceptual cathedral of Aquinas’s writings;
and they are rock-solid, based on the
teachings of Christ, for whom all of his
written words were offered in love, as
Aquinas said toward the end of his life.

St. Thomas Aquinas was a coura-
geous thinker: a philosopher, a poet, a
mystic. He was also a trouble-maker—
condemned by the University of Paris
and rejected by a number of bishops—
often for his daring embrace of the
pagan Aristotle and his Muslim inter-
preters. But what do we Catholics call
him now? A doctor of the church. 

Note: Most of the above transla-
tions are from Thomas Gilby’s Saint
Thomas Aquinas: Philosophical Texts.
The specific sources and a larger sam-
pling of texts are available online at
americamagazine.org/aquinas.

or many years at Saint Louis
University, as the deep winter
turns, the Philosophy Club has

sponsored a “Summathon.” The goal is
to read aloud, in any language, the
entire Summa Theologica—at least its
larger, meaty responses—of St.
Thomas Aquinas. I think it’s a great
idea, and I have taken part over the
years with our graduate and under-
graduate students on the feast of the
saint, Jan. 28. 

At the time of this writing, we are
approaching the last sections of the
huge work; but somehow, I wish we
could give a day to the key passages
that embody Aquinas’ spirit and wis-
dom. If you just “drop in” on the
Summa, it can be like inspecting a
cathedral with a magnifying glass, con-
centrated on some dusty nook or cor-
ner. You can forget the great arching
edifice of the cathedral itself.

As I approach my 70th year, I real-
ize that Aquinas has been a “home
plate” for me, a place where my serious
thinking started and the place to
which I’m always led. There are many
philosophers, writers and artists
whom I have held close in inspiration,
but Aquinas is always on my list of top
10 historical people for whom I give
thanks.

I am reluctant to recommend the
long and often arduous journey of
reading Aquinas, but I would like to
share with you some passages—rea-
sons why this great scholar-saint has
walked with me as a vade mecum on
my groping way to God. With all the
problems I could write about—eccle-

siastical, political and global—so
pressing and sometimes depressing,
the words of Aquinas serve as anchors
for me, a grounding against the winds
of history. If that is hard to under-
stand, here are just a few sentences of
his that are probably more important
than any ideas I might offer concern-
ing the ways of the world and its histo-
ry. Each is worth a day of meditation.

1. In the field of human science, the
argument from authority is
weakest.

2. There is nothing that
does not share in goodness
and beauty. Each thing is
good and beautiful by its
own proper form. 

3. Evil does not exist,
except in a good subject.

4. In every good, the
supreme good is desired.

5. All desires presuppose
love as their first root.

6. All fear springs from love.
Ordered love is included in every
virtue, disordered love in every vice.

7. Malice consists in emptiness.
8. Love is absolutely stronger than

hate.
9. No human truly has joy unless

that person lives in love.
10. The human person has a natu-

ral urge toward complete goodness.
11. Sins are as preposterous in

morals as monsters in nature.
12. Every judgment of conscience,

be it right or wrong, be it about things
evil in themselves or morally indiffer-
ent, is obligatory, in such wise that
whoever acts against conscience always
does moral evil.

13. It must be said flatly that the
will that disobeys conscience as rea-
son’s dictate is always in the wrong.

Aquinas, Go With Me
F

Aquinas has
been a 

‘home plate,’
where my

serious
thinking
started.
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Afghan children stand together near the town of Kunjak,
Helmand Province, in southern Afghanistan in October
2010. They have never known a time of peace.
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War 
Without End

BY ROBERT W. MCELROY

he conflict in Afghanistan now stands as the longest war in
American history. For this reason alone, as the United
States approaches a decade of major warfare in a conflict
that has shown little lasting progress, there should be a pub-
lic debate that does not proceed from a blind commitment

to “stay the course.” On an even deeper level, a sustained national dialogue
about the war in Afghanistan is vital to the future of the United States
because it touches upon a chilling prospect: the danger that major warfare
has become not an exceptional necessity but an ongoing way of life.

The United States has now achieved the capacity to wage major war-
fare over many years without greatly burdening its economy or its gener-
al citizenry. Three factors have made this possible: 1) the sheer immensi-
ty of the American economy and its ability to float credit, which has
made the costs of major wars like Afghanistan and Iraq a relatively small
blip in overall government expenditures; 2) the creation of instruments
of war through modern technology that minimize American casualties in
warfare and greatly enhance American tactical superiority; and 3) the
existence of a professional army, which limits the layers of American soci-
ety that absorb the terrible trauma of casualties in war, in contrast to a
general draft like that utilized in prior wars.

The result has been, as the historian David Kennedy of Stanford
University notes, a situation in which “the army is at war but the country
is not. We have managed to create and field an armed force that is very
lethal without the society in whose name it fights breaking a sweat.” On
a more ominous level, Kennedy warns, this achievement of a sustainable
war-fighting capacity by the United States has created “a moral hazard
for the political leadership to resort to force in the knowledge that civil
society will not be deeply disturbed.” This moral hazard has become real-
ized in a decade-long conflagration in Afghanistan and in an indepen-

T

AFTER 13 YEARS COMMITTED TO WAR, 
IT IS TIME TO BE ALARMED.
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dent, elective major war in Iraq that lasted six years. Because
the fractious commonwealth we have attempted to forge is
fragile, the war in Iraq could re-erupt at any moment.

Invasion as Transformation
The moral hazard posed by America’s vast capacity to wage
war is compounded by its idealistic tendency to cast war
aims in transformational terms. The United States seeks to
establish as the goal of war, for example, a stable democracy
no matter how inhospitable to democracy the history, insti-
tutions and culture of the country in which it intervenes. In
Afghanistan the original goal of intervention was clear and
circumscribed: Al Qaeda was to be rooted out from its safe
havens and destroyed, and
the repressive Taliban gov-
ernment that had given
protection to Al Qaeda
was to be punished and
removed. In Iraq, by con-
trast, the goals of war were
from the outset extensive and ill-defined: the removal of
Saddam Hussein, the destruction of Iraq’s capacity to use
phantom weapons of mass destruction, the eradication of
the hold that Saddam’s Baath Party had on Iraqi society, the
erection of a functioning democracy in the Middle East, the
elimination of a serious threat to Israel. 

In both wars the goal of societal transformation and
democratization came to dominate American aims and
strategy, and that goal has limited the flexibility of the
United States to withdraw early in the conflicts or to accept
compromise outcomes.

The fear of failure deepens the moral hazard posed by
U.S. power in the world today. Once committed to war, hav-
ing cast the goals of war in transformational terms, the
United States feels compelled to keep fighting in order to
maintain its reputation for success on the battlefield and on
the global stage. As a result, the United States suffers from
a paralyzing inability to bring wars to a close.

In his recent book, How Wars End, the editor of Foreign
Affairs, Gideon Rose, delineates the great human and mate-
rial costs that have accompanied America’s inability to end
war. Mr. Rose proposes that much of this cost can be
attributed to a failure of U.S. policymakers to be realistic
when going into a war about what can actually be achieved.
Vague or highly optimistic notions of victory have crippled
war planning at the beginning, middle and end of every
major American conflict since World War II.

Today, the United States is again paralyzed by an inability
to bring war to a close. Afghanistan is no longer the central
location for the fight against terrorism in general or Al Qaeda
in particular. There are no clear grounds for believing that the
corruption-riddled government that the United States points

to as the incarnation of democracy in Afghanistan will ever
attain national legitimacy and long-term stability.
Afghanistan’s deeply ingrained suspicions against foreign
invaders are increasingly being directed toward the United
States and its allies. Yet America fights on. 

When the administration and Congressional supporters
of the war recently pre-empted the promised debate on
troop withdrawals scheduled for 2011 and instead focused
on a long-term commitment lasting until 2014, the reaction
was deafening silence. This can be explained only by the fact
that the United States has entered into a new and radically
different relationship with major warfare: even 13 years of
ongoing major conflict do not constitute a cause for alarm or

soul-searching. This
indeed is a moral hazard,
for the world and for the
identity of the United
States.

When does a nation
have a moral obligation to

end its participation in a decade-old war that has no clear
prospect of success? How has continuation of warfare
become the moral default position for cases in which the
United States is fundamentally uncertain how to proceed?
Has the United States allowed its wealth and technological
achievement to combine with its idealism to create a society
in which major warfare is a permanent part of its national
life? 

Catholic Teaching on War and Peace
For the Catholic community, these questions cannot be
addressed without reference to the church’s teaching on war
and peace in the modern age. It should be a sobering reality
for every believer in the United States that at the same time
that America has come to a new acceptance of war as an
ongoing part of its national life and identity, the universal
church has grown increasingly skeptical of the legitimacy of
warfare. The Second Vatican Council declared that “it is
hardly possible to imagine that in an atomic era, war could
be used as an instrument of justice.” Pope John Paul II
declared that war is never an appropriate way to resolve
problems and never will be, precisely because war creates
new wounds and new, ever more complicated conflicts. 

The United States has found in the cutting-edge tech-
nologies of war the foundation for its ability to wage long-
term war without generating massive American casualties;
the church sees in these same technologies and their massive
destructive capacities a clarion call to limit radically any
resort to war. In an interview as prefect of the Congregation
for the Doctrine of the Faith, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
said that “given the new weapons that make possible
destruction that goes beyond the combatant groups, today

The church’s teaching directly 
challenges the embrace of warfare
as a regular element of state action. 
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This is a frightening reality. It raises the possibility that a
decade that has not known a single day without major war-
fare involving the United States may be succeeded by yet
another decade of continuing American warfare overseas.
The countries involved may change, but the themes will be
the same. The world will always be a dangerous place, and
dictatorships will always be in need of reform and “regime
change.”

The people of the United States need to engage in a deep
and piercing national dialogue on the role of war in their
national identity. U.S. citizens need to understand that this
nation cannot transform the world by force of arms. They
must recognize that war inevitably brings horrendous unin-
tended consequences, like the persecution and destruction

of the ancient Christian community in
Iraq that is currently underway. The
American people need to comprehend the
human devastation caused by instruments
of war that skillfully limit U.S. casualties
but devastate cities and families and the

lives of strangers. We the people need to recognize that
good intentions do not constitute a just cause for war. If we
do not, we may raise a whole generation of children who
have never known an America at peace. And we may create
a world that turns to war as easily as we do. 

we should be asking ourselves if it is still licit to admit the
very existence of a ‘just war.’”

While still recognizing a delimited right to defensive
warfare in extreme cases of aggression, the church’s teaching
directly challenges the embrace of warfare as a regular ele-
ment of state action. This is not a challenge that occurs at
the level of contingent prudential application of doctrinal
principles to a particular war. It is a disagreement on the
level of doctrinal principle about the legitimacy of the use of
warfare as a regular tool of national policy. 
Catholic doctrine does not permit war (or force of arms) to

democratize other countries. There is no more pressing moral
lesson for the United States to draw from the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan than that it is morally illegitimate to use
the weapons of war, with all their lethal
and dehumanizing consequences, to
remake foreign societies in our own
image. Only major aggression counts in
Catholic moral teaching as a just cause for
war.
Catholic doctrine does not permit the continuation of war-

fare in order to avoid the damage that will come to one’s repu-
tation from defeat. The church’s teaching on right intention
in war absolutely precludes starting or continuing a war out
of this or any other political motivation.
Catholic doctrine does not permit the use of weapons and

tactics that eviscerate the distinction between combatants and
civilians. The use of drone aircraft for strikes that have gen-
erated increasing civilian casualties in Afghanistan and
Pakistan represents just the type of “advanced” technology
that lay at the heart of Pope Benedict’s skepticism about the
moral legitimacy of warfare in the present day.
Catholic doctrine does not permit continuation of war based

on a mere wisp of hope. If the principle of proportionality in
Catholic doctrine is to have any meaning, it must require
that, in the absence of any clear probability of success after
10 years of major fighting, war must end.

The Central Question
This year should be a time of intense national debate on
Afghanistan and America’s approach to war. But almost cer-
tainly it will not be. In part this is a result of the nation’s pre-
occupation with the current economic crisis that has creat-
ed so much suffering here and around the world. On a deep-
er level, there will be no searing debate about Afghanistan
despite almost 10 years of warfare precisely because the
moral hazard that David Kennedy has identified is real.
America’s economy is too vast, its war-fighting skills too
advanced, its ability to limit the number and social location
of American casualties too successful for even 10 years of
major warfare to burden the nation seriously. The country
has truly learned to wage war “without breaking a sweat.”
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Portrait of a family of peacemakers BY GEORGE M. ANDERSON

Growing Up Berrigan
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   ow could it have been otherwise? Frida
Berrigan—the daughter of Philip Berrigan
and Elizabeth McAlister and the niece of the
peace activist Daniel J. Berrigan, S.J.—grew

up in a community devoted to peacemaking and nonvio-
lence. She, now 30-something, has followed in the family
footsteps. 

Frida’s family was unusual. Her father, a World War II
veteran, had been deeply affected by the violence of war. On
leaving the Army, Philip Berrigan entered a Josephite semi-
nary, was ordained to the priesthood in 1955 and became
active in the civil rights movement. Two decades later, he left
the priesthood and married Elizabeth McAlister, a former
nun. In Baltimore, the couple founded Jonah House, a live-in
community of people committed to peace and nonviolence.

“The first Gulf War began when I was in high school,”
Frida told me in a recent conversation. She explained that
she, along with her younger brother and sister, often accom-
panied their parents on peace demonstrations in
Washington. “At first I felt self-conscious and uncomfortable
at the demonstrations as a youngster,” she said. That changed
because everybody at Jonah House took part in the demon-
strations. “So we went, too, although there were times when
I wished I could go to Washington just as a tourist.”

As Frida grew up, she said she was “happy at some
demonstrations simply to be part of something—not in
stopping the war, but standing among people who felt they
had a role and were not a number only.” Eventually she real-
ized, “This is where I want my life to be”—in opposing war
and working for peace at all levels. As a young adult, she
became increasingly active in planning the demonstrations.
“You realize you’ll never organize the one demonstration
that will change the world, but it’s important to be part of a
movement that will raise the issues involved and provide a
space for outrage at the destructiveness of war.”

I asked Frida if she felt that her parents had passed on
their values to her and her siblings. “My mother and father
were very deliberately giving us a wisdom and a perspective
and spending time with us as loving parents,” she said.
“They never pretended that a life like theirs would be easy,
but they made it clear that this was their life’s work and that
even as children, it was our work too.” Yet there was never
any sense of the children being forced into it. “At heart, my

H
parents were happy, whole people who were always truthful
with us. My sister and brother have tried to be happy too,
without replicating our parents’ lives.”

Life at Jonah House
The Jonah House community of eight to 15 people was
established on what Frida called “three pillars”: prayer, work
and peaceful antiwar demonstrations. “There was a com-
mon purse and everyone contributed to it by painting hous-
es—indoors in the winter, outdoors in the summer. We
gleaned food from wholesale markets, finding leftovers that
otherwise would have been thrown away. We also did some
Dumpster diving. We shared the food with neighbors,
because an element of service and sharing was part of what
we were doing in the widest sense.”

How did she and her siblings respond to a lack of mid-
dle-class, material comforts? “At certain points, we wanted
things like nice clothes, so we did go through a little acquis-
itiveness. But our school friends were as poor or poorer than
we were, and in time we saw the culture for what it was, try-
ing to get its claws into us.”

The Bible was an important part of community life and
family life. “We had regular Bible study with Dad. And
whenever we had to go somewhere in the car, even if it was
only across town in Baltimore, he’d take a Bible from the
glove compartment and say, ‘Pick out a reading.’” That
helped Frida realize that he too, even as a former priest, was
still learning. These days she admits that it is an effort to
read the Bible on her own: “For a long time, I just didn’t do
it but fell back instead on those early sessions with my
father.” She finds it helpful to work through the texts with
others, usually at the Maryhouse Catholic Worker in New
York City, where she was living at the time of this interview.
She has since moved to Connecticut.

As a youngster, Frida was influenced by the stories of other
activists, like the labor organizer Mother Jones. “Mother
Jones was so alive, such a resister,” Frida told me. She read
about Oscar Romero, Gandhi and Martin Luther King—all
strong influences—and understood that her own parents
were already part of history because of their outspoken resis-
tance to war, which resulted in periods of incarceration. 

“When we were in elementary school, Dad handed us a
copy of Howard Zinn’s A People’s History of the United States.
It seemed strange to come to the section that talked about
our own parents.” Frida said schoolmates “thought it odd



the rosary is something I am grateful for.” Frida identifies
with Mary, especially her Magnificat, with its theme of lift-
ing up the lowly and bringing down the mighty. During the
fasts and vigils in front of the military base at Guantánamo,
Frida and the others present regularly recited the rosary. 

In the last three years for 10 days in
January, Frida and the group have fasted,
prayed and made vigil near the White
House as well, as a protest against the
Obama administration’s going back on its
promise to close Guantánamo. “The vigil

each day begins with a Bible reading, and someone in the
group offers a prayer.... We also read from a book of poems
written by the Guantánamo prisoners themselves.” They
stand in the cold for two hours at a time, wearing orange
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that we would be reading something besides
what was assigned.” She recalled the compas-
sion of her junior high school teachers, “espe-
cially when our mother was in prison for her
antinuclear activities.” 

As much as possible, Frida’s mother and
father tried to ensure that one parent would be
at home with the children if the other was
behind bars. Only once—for two months—
were both parents incarcerated. The children
were very young then. But when the separa-
tions are taken as a whole, they add up; Frida’s
parents were separated either from each other
or from their children for 11 years.

Life at Jonah House was shared with peo-
ple of various ages and from various back-
grounds, some of them wealthy. “Many risked
a lot in coming to stay with us, because it often
meant breaking with their own family and
rejecting their family’s values in terms of
lifestyle and political views on war,” said Frida.
“That was a positive affirmation for me of
what Jonah House was doing.” 

Frida said her mother helped the children
“keep a sense of family life” within the Jonah
House community. “We were always confi-
dent that she was our mom and never felt in
competition for her attention with others in
the community. It was only later that I realized
what a scholar and teacher my mother was—
as she was always very modest about her gifts.”
As a Religious of the Sacred Heart of Mary,
Elizabeth McAlister had taught art history at
Marymount College in Manhattan.

Prayers and Vigils
“‘Make me an instrument of your peace’ is
cycling through my head constantly,” said Frida, referring to
the prayer of St. Francis of Assisi, “especially when I feel
scattered or nervous.” At the Maryhouse Catholic Worker
in New York she found strength in praying evening prayer
with the staff and residents. Those present sit around a table
near the kitchen, pray the psalms together
antiphonally and add petitions for people
struggling with particular challenges.
“That is a time of genuine communal
prayer,” she said.

But one of the most traditional of
Catholic prayers came to her late. “It was not until I went to
Cuba in 2005, as part of the Witness Against Torture
action, that I learned the rosary, which is strange in that my
parents were a former priest and a former nun. Discovering

Back row: Frida Berrigan (center left), Liz McAlister (center right); bottom
row: Daniel J. Berrigan, S.J. (center); with other members of the extended
Berrigan family in November 2010.
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jumpsuits like those worn at
Guantánamo. “I try to go within myself
and be in dialogue with the prisoners,
lifting up their story to God. We try to
be receptive to the people passing by on
the sidewalk, who occasionally stop to
ask questions about the demonstration’s
meaning.” 

While living at Maryhouse, Frida has
been working at the nearby War
Resisters League. The two groups have
similarities. “There’s an anarchical
thread in both through their rejection of
all war and violence, along with the sim-
ple lifestyle embraced by the two
groups,” she said. “It shows a shared
commitment to the concept of down-
ward mobility, that represents living
close to the margins.” 

Frida’s current life marks a personal
shift. Previously, she had held a full-time
job at the World Policy Institute, an
organization that focuses on arms issues.
“There I got a valuable education on
those issues,” she said. But she knew that
a regular job of that sort was not for her.
“I wanted time to work with my hands,
doing the basic Maryhouse jobs of clean-
ing and washing dishes and just ‘being
on the house’ for a six-hour daily shift”—
to attend to the needs of the many older
and often troubled people who stop by
for clothes, food or just to talk.

Frida’s brother, Jerry, has followed in
his parents’ footsteps, too. Married and
living in East Kalamazoo, Mich., he and
his wife started a Catholic Worker house
three years ago, called Peace House. But
the house does not focus on homeless
people. “They see their mission as work-
ing with neighborhood children from
poor families,” Frida said. Her youngest
sibling, Kate, lives in Oakland, Calif.,
works with disabled people and orga-
nizes for the abolition of prisons. Kate is
also studying to be a physical therapist. 

As adults, all three Berrigan children
show the influence of their parents’ val-
ues, which might be said to be in keep-
ing with those of the Gospel. Each of
the siblings lives them out in his or her
own way.
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n my files I have a yellowed letter
dated Sept. 10, 1978, from the
office of the sixth prime minister

of the State of Israel. An embossed
seal, with olive branches cupping an
ivory menorah, crowns the elegant let-
terhead.

“Dear Ms. Arellano” (my maiden
name), Menachem Begin’s secretary
had typed. “Before leaving for Camp
David, the Prime Minister asked me to
thank you for your letter of August 6
and for your sentiments and good
wishes.” I blush to remember those
sentiments. 

I was a born-again Christian at
Tufts University in Massachusetts that
year, and many of us Christians were
friends with the Jewish students. More
than a third of the student population
was Jewish, so we were naturally
paired in dorm rooms, dining halls and
college classes. We also felt a kind of
spiritual kinship. “Remember, Jesus
was not a Christian,” the evangelical
minister on campus said. “He was
Jewish.”

Newly enthralled by everything
religious, I peppered my Jewish friends
with questions about their traditions
and history. I signed up for a Hebrew
language class and pored over books
and articles on the Holocaust,
Zionism and the State of Israel. It was
a compelling narrative: God was rescu-
ing his chosen people, just as my high-

Waking Up in Jerusalem

I
BY ALICIA VON STAMWITZ
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lighted and underlined Bible verses
said he would.

In this state of spiritual exaltation, I
wrote Mr. Begin. I told him about my
studies and the Zion tree my room-
mate arranged to have planted “in the
fallow hills of Jerusalem” on my 20th
birthday. I thanked him for his leader-
ship and concluded by saying that I
hoped to visit the Holy Land someday.

A Journey Beyond Bias
All that passed, as youthful obsessions
often do. After college, I returned to
my comfortable Catholic faith and
gradually forgot about my Zionist
leanings—until this summer, when I
received an invitation to visit the Holy
Land. It did not come from Israel,
though. I was invited by Palestinian
officials to join a faith-based tour for

Christian journalists.
A tour hosted by Palestinians? 
I was skeptical at first, but a few e-

mail messages confirmed that it was a
legitimate event backed by the U.S.
Agency for International Develop-
ment. It was part of a new initiative to
revive the Palestinian economy, begin-
ning with the tourism industry. Even
the Israelis were on board under the
banner of “economic peace” in the
Middle East.

So I went. But almost immediately
I found myself fretting about unex-
pected things. Like the Jewish settle-
ments. When the guide announced
that our bus was passing a settlement
on the left, I leapt out of my seat on
the opposite side for a better view. At
first, I couldn’t locate it. Then the
guide pointed to a massive compound
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back to our seats.
“They won’t allow our Palestinian

guide through,” he said carefully, pick-
ing his way through the words. “There
are Jewish settlers up the road, and the
soldiers believe our guide could be a
threat.”

“So what’s the problem,” I blurted
impatiently. “Can’t we just go on with-
out him?”

I regretted my words at once. After
an awkward silence, the U.S.A.I.D. rep
answered, “We don’t want to do that.
He hasn’t done anything wrong.” He
was right, of course. I reddened and
slunk into my seat. 

What was happening to me? My ire
should have been directed at the Israeli
soldiers who had blocked our passage
in order to protect the—for the first
time I saw the need for a descriptive
adjective—illegal settlers. Instead, I
had turned on the Palestinian guide.

I was tired and a long way from
home, yes; but a more accurate expla-
nation of my agitation is that I was

much further from the familiar stories
of my college days. My misty Zionist
narrative did not mention fortress-like
settlements, graffiti-streaked walls and
checkpoints. And it did not include
indigenous Palestinians. In fact, it had
explicitly denied their existence: “A
land without people for a people with-
out land.” 

Engaging Others
I slipped away from the group early
that night to think. Reluctantly, I
admitted to myself that I had never
moved beyond my youthful biases. If
anything, much of what I had seen on
television or read in newspapers since
then had reinforced them: Israelis are
our friends and noble allies;
Palestinians are uncivilized and unrea-
sonable—a “problem” to be dealt with.
In the past few days, I had seen and
heard things that challenged my bias-
es, but I was afraid to let go of them. 

The next day and from that day for-
ward, I made an effort to engage our

straddling a hilltop in East Jerusalem. 
It was disorienting. My mental

image of a settlement was of a humble
farming community in an uninhabited
desert place, not a modern city of
40,000 on prime real estate. It is prob-
ably an exception, I thought to myself.
But I could not help wondering: Is this
where my Zion tree ended up—on one of
these “fallow hills”?

Then there was the separation wall.
The 440-mile concrete and coiled wire
barrier was an arresting sight from
either side. The guide claimed it
choked commerce and isolated
Palestinian families: “It’s like living in a
prison or a ghetto.” I bristled at his
choice of words. A more balanced
account would have allowed that the
wall prevented terrorist attacks, I
thought. Still, it was an eyesore.

As the days passed I grew increas-
ingly irritable. The guide’s monologues
on the suffering of the Palestinian peo-
ple, confiscated lands and bulldozed
trees were annoying. I was here to see
the holy sites of Judaism and
Christendom, not to listen to propa-
ganda. 

By the time Israeli soldiers boarded
our bus at a checkpoint outside Ariel,
I was in no mood for political games.
At all the other checkpoints, soldiers
had merely glanced at our passports
and waved us on. This time we were
asked to disembark with all our per-
sonal belongings. 

Grumbling, I collected my bags and
followed my companions across the
steaming asphalt to a cinderblock
security station. We queued up to file
through the lone metal detector, then
waited to be interrogated by a stone-
faced senior officer as she rifled
through our bags. “Where have you
been?” she asked. “Where are you
going? Why are you going there?” An
hour later we were permitted to return
to the bus but were denied passage. 

“Why wouldn’t they let us pass?” I
asked the U.S.A.I.D. representative
accompanying our group as we headed
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Palestinian guide and hosts in conver-
sation. Where before I had huddled
with my American companions, I now
sought out and sat beside the
Palestinians at our gatherings. 

It was difficult at first. I think my
hosts sensed my discomfort, my self-
conscious attempt to reach across the
divide. But they were eager to talk, to
tell their stories. As they described the
joys and challenges of their daily lives,
I carefully wrote down their Arabic
names and studied their lined faces. I
leaned in when they showed me pho-
tographs of their children, and I
shared photographs of mine. One
night I recited a poem I had copied
into my spiral notebook, “The Plea,”
by Sue Sabbagh. My dinner compan-
ions nodded appreciatively and print-
ed the names of their own favorite
poets in my notebook: Imru’ al-Qais,
Al-Mutanabbi, Mahmoud Darwish.

Slowly my defenses melted away.
The more Palestinians I met and the
more closely I listened, the easier it
became to dismiss my sad caricatures
of rock-hurling fanatics and funda-
mentalist terrorists. 

This does not mean that I am now
anti-Israel or pro-Palestine. If I
learned anything this summer, it is
that there are legitimate arguments
and grievances on both sides and a
dizzying history I’ll never master. The
only thing I am fairly certain of is that
Palestinians and Israelis will be living
side-by-side for years to come. It will
take a miracle for lasting peace to set-
tle here, but this, at least, is one thing
on which all who have any stake in the
Holy Land agree: miracles have taken
place here before.

I will forever remember one young
mother, beaming with pride, who ges-
tured to a seat beside her and said in
her charming English, “Will you
please to enjoy us here?” As I
smoothed the fuzz on her infant’s per-
fect head, hope swelled in me for her,
for her infant son, for all who live in
this scarred, contested land.
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and thereby remain true to his faith.
The result is one of the more pro-
foundly spiritual films of this year or
any other. 

Despite the prepositional mischief
of its title (Can anyone avoid thinking
“Of Mice and Men”? Or, better still,
“Of Human Bondage”?) “Of Gods and
Men” is a serious movie and a violent
one. Not all the mayhem arrives via the
bloodletting of the Mujahadeen or the
counter-brutality of the Algerian mili-

ike Easter, the film Of Gods
and Men, by the French direc-
tor Xavier Beauvois, is based on

a murder story. This story concerns
the abduction and beheading in 1996
of seven Trappist monks by Islamic
extremists in Algeria. Although
Beauvois is not in the allegory busi-
ness, his parable is a Passion play of a
very modern sort, one in which each
character has to crush the gnawing
worm of his own mortality and doubt

tary. Although this French-made Sony
Pictures Classics release (originally
“Des Hommes et des Dieux”) is set in
a monastery of Trappists living the
contemplative life, the battle each man
wages for his soul and conscience is
intense. If one were looking for an
intellectual and spiritual “Rambo,” this
would be it. The tension created, not
by the dramatization of physical peril
so much as spiritual peril, is palpa-
ble—the soul’s equivalent of a car
chase replete with flaming wreckage. 

They lead a rigorous existence,
these monks. The landscape around
an unnamed village near Tikrit in
Morocco (in fact, it was Tibhirine)
occupies some middle ground between p
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Lambert Wilson as Christian, left, and Jean-Marie Frin as Paul

F I L M |  JOHN ANDERSON

THE MONKS OF TIBHIRINE
Xavier Beauvois’s ‘Of Gods and Men’



lush French countryside and scrubby
desert. The Monastery of Our Lady of
Atlas is also a community center for its
Muslim neighbors, a place for medical
care from the aged Brother Luc
(played by the French film legend
Michael Lonsdale) or advice from the
intellectually inclined prior, Christian
(Lambert Wilson). 

Like the rest of their religious
brothers, Luc and Christian are poster
boys for personality types. Luc looks
kindly and bearish, and is. Christian
appears hawk-eyed, intellectual and
slightly pinched; even his haircut
shouts “French intellectual.” The fret-
ful Brother Christophe (Olivier
Rabourdin) wears a worried, mourn-
ful look, even while tilting his watering
can over the carpet of edible greens he
cultivates; the bright-eyed, aged
Brother Amédée ( Jacques Herlin) is
possessed of a constitutional twinkle;
the haunted-looking Brother Paul
( Jean-Marie Frin) has a past only hint-

ed at, and his expression suggests that
he, and perhaps others also, would
rather not have his calling questioned.
The allegiance the casting shows
toward surface appearances is signifi-
cant, given the central crisis of the film,
which concerns not only life and
death, but also iden-
tity and truth. 

Who are the gods
and who are the
men? As healers,
teachers and abstainers from most
worldly pleasures, the Trappists are
looked upon by their Muslim neigh-
bors as occupiers of some lofty plane;
perhaps the monks themselves have
indulged similar thoughts while going
about their daily business, tending the
needs of their constituency, caring for
one another and participating in their
daily prayers, whose chanting can be
heard intermittently throughout the
movie. As he does with the scenes of
monks chanting the psalms, the direc-

tor imbues each aspect of the
monastery’s daily life with nobility,
purpose and the suggestion of divine
gravity. 

But the sense of physical security
that rises out of routine is quickly torn
asunder, first by the slaughter of some

immigrant workers
at a nearby con-
struction site, then
by the Christmas
Eve invasion of the

monastery by fundamentalist mili-
tants, led by the ferocious Ali Fayattia
(Farid Larbi). Fayattia, figuratively dis-
armed by Christian’s steadfast refusal
of aid—and his recitations from the
Koran—decides to leave, trailing
begrudging respect but none of the
monks thinks he is gone for good.
Their garden of sanctuary having
become a target for terrorists, each
brother begins, in a sense, sweating
blood. 

This is the heart of the film.
Congregating around their kitchen
table, the brothers—though not all—
counter Christian’s argument that they
must stay put. “We didn’t elect you to
decide things on your own,” they tell
him. The group is rattled; some mem-
bers want to flee. Christian’s leadership
is questioned, as is each individual
conscience. The brothers have devoted
themselves to a mission, aspiring to
live in imitation of Christ, and the
moment of truth has arrived: What
does it mean if they leave? What will
they mean, as men, if they leave? Each
monk experiences a different level of
fear, but all share the same crisis of
mortality. Everyone dies, they know.
The question is how well. 

Beauvois’s ability to crawl inside a
real event, invent unknowable but
plausible possibilities about it and
then use the fiction to illuminate
greater truths is nothing new, even if
few others have used fact on behalf of
such transcendent fiction. Oliver
Stone tried it, many would say unsuc-
cessfully, in “World Trade Center,”
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and go, but the fate of the soul is a per-
sonal responsibility from which there
is no escape. 

There may be viewers who are
immune to the qualities found in “Of
Gods and Men,” who cannot share the
sense of dread and uncertainty that
affect its characters. They will proba-
bly, then, also be immune to the joy
Beauvois bestows on certain scenes,
such as one in which Brother Luc, in a
gesture of defiant optimism, opens
two bottles of wine and puts on a tape
of “Swan Lake” (the inherent fatality
of which is unremarked upon but
poignant nonetheless). As the music
plays, each man occupies the frame for
a valedictory moment. Each of those
memorable faces warms under the
gaze of the camera; the blood rises to
the surface of the skin, illuminating
each with his own humanity. 

It is cinema, of course, but vaguely
miraculous just the same. 

JOHN ANDERSON is a film critic for Variety
and The Washington Post and a regular con-
tributor to the Arts & Leisure section of The
New York Times.

global, and labor too must become
global.” But, as the award-winning
author and historian Philip Dray asks
toward the end of this very long story,
“How would one begin to write some
sort of global Wagner Act, an interna-
tional baseline of workers’ rights, let
alone enact and enforce it?”

Senator Robert F. Wagner is one of
the names Dray lists on the last page of
this book by way of rounding up the
leading figures in the movement he
chronicles so effectively. The list
includes Eugene Debs, Mother Jones,
Joseph Ettor, John Reed, Big Bill
Haywood, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn,
Carlo Tresca, Joe Hill, John L. Lewis,
Jimmy Hoffa, George Meany and
Walter Reuther. 

The Molly Maguires and the
Haymarket martyrs along with
Triangle Shirtwaist and place names
like Lynn and Lawrence in
Massachusetts, Homestead in
Pennsylvania, Pullman in Illinois,
Trinidad in Colorado, the New York
City waterfront and the farm fields of
California also figure prominently in
Dray’s narrative. 

Franklin D. Roosevelt (whom Saul
Alinsky saw as “an aristocrat with an
intellectual sympathy for labor”) and
his New Deal secretary of labor
Frances Perkins (she thought the
department should be called the
“Department for Labor”) are likewise
integral to this history.

An investment of several hours a
day for a week or more will reward the
interested reader with the context
needed to interpret past economic,
social and cultural trends in the
United States, as well as a useful range
finder to view the future. Dray is gen-
tle in posing the challenge. He is not
optimistic about the state of organized
labor. Nor is he optimistic about the
future, although he is an unapologetic
admirer of what organized labor has
done to protect human dignity and
promote justice in the American work-
place. 

which embellished the experiences of
trapped rescue workers. “Das Boot,”
years ago, imagined the hothouse
atmosphere of a German U-boat and
the existential crises of its crew. The
recent “127 Hours,” about an imper-
iled young explorer, borrows from a
real event to make larger statements. If
most of these examples seem to be
about men, they are. But there are
other examples. 

Although the filmmaking couldn’t
be more different, “Of Gods and Men”
strongly evokes “Black Narcissus,” a
1947 film by Michael Powell and
Emeric Pressburger, about conflicted
nuns in a Himalayan convent. In that
film, the crisis was about sensuality. In
“Of Gods and Men” it is about sur-
vival. But both films are set within a
community in which hardship and
deprivation are personal choices made
out of spiritual commitment and in
which that commitment is intruded
upon by a temporal world that can
never be entirely shut out. The alter-
nately disturbing and comforting con-
clusion is that communities may come
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GETTING ORGANIZED
THERE IS POWER 
IN A UNION
The Epic Story of Labor 
in America

By Philip Dray
Doubleday. 784p $35

This unusually interesting book deliv-
ers on the promise of its subtitle. It
tells the truly epic story of labor in
America from the early 19th-century
textile workers in the nation’s first
industrial city, Lowell, Mass., to the
November 1999 protests when the
World Trade Organization met in
Seattle. As Andy Stern, then president
of the Service Workers International
Union, observed amid the Seattle dis-
content, “Trade is global, capital is



Sobering statistics enliven the
record Dray provides. He notes the
toll of workplace suffering that “has
always been something of a hidden
detail of the American work experi-
ence.” He cites the years 1880-1910,
when as many as 10 thousand to 15
thousand American
workers a year died
in on-site accidents,
not to mention the
thousands more who
were injured or sick-
ened, mostly in mining and railroad
work.

Readers will appreciate the author’s
clarifications of many familiar but not
necessarily fully understood aspects in
the labor narrative. For instance, in its
original usage with reference to the
garment industry, sweatshop “was not a
reference to the temperature in the
workplace (although in summer that
may have been appropriate) but rather
the management practice of ‘sweating’
labor.” This meant assigning specific
jobs on lots of garments to ever-small-
er shops or units within the same fac-
tory. It also meant that manufacturing
costs were “sweated” downward, to
lower-level shop owners and floor
supervisors. The workers themselves
had to negotiate and renegotiate wages
and production deadlines. This left
many workers vulnerable and with lit-
tle or no job security.

Similarly, the famous response of
Samuel Gompers to the question
“What does labor want?” was not a
monosyllabic (and dollar-focused)
more, as many of us have long believed.
Dray provides a fuller statement first
published in 1893: “What does labor
want? It wants the earth and the full-
ness thereof.... Labor wants more
schoolhouses and less jail cells; more
books and less arsenals; more learning
and less vice; more leisure and less
greed; more justice and less revenge; in
fact, more of the opportunities to cul-
tivate our better natures, and to make
mankind more noble, womanhood

more beautiful, and childhood more
happy and bright.”

Dray is fair but tough in assessing
events associated with President
Ronald Reagan’s decision to fire
11,000 federal air traffic controllers in
1981 for failure to follow his order to

return to work.
This destroyed the
union. In Dray’s
words, Reagan
“turned his back on
eight decades of

labor progress, by whatever name it
had ever aspired to be known, from
industrial democracy to collective bar-
gaining.”

I would have been happy to see ref-
erence made to the Jesuit-run labor
schools that sprang up on the East
coast in the late 1930s and early ‘40s.
They educated union members in the

exercise of their newly acquired rights
under the Wagner Act. Mention is
made, however, of the film “On the
Waterfront,” in which Karl Malden
portrays John “Pete” Corridan, S.J.,
who organized longshoremen against
corruption on the New York and
Jersey City docks.

Teachers’ unions are also over-
looked in Dray’s account. To be fair,
though, no single book can cover
everything, and this one comes closer
than any other I have read to offering a
balanced and comprehensive coverage
of a force for American progress that is
now in danger of becoming a relic of
our storied past.

WILLIAM J. BYRON, S.J., is university profes-
sor of business and society at St. Joseph’s
University, Philadelphia, Pa. He is the author
of Next-Generation Leadership (Univ. of
Scranton Press).
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THE WORLD IN ALL ITS RICHNESS
HERE 
By Wislawa Szymborska. Trans. by
Clare Cavanagh and Stanislaw
Baranczak 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 96p $22

When the Nobel committee chose the
Polish poet Wislawa Szymborska as
the recipient of its literature prize in
1996, few in the English-speaking
world had ever heard of her, even
though American translations of her
poetry began to reach the bookshelves
early in the 1980s. Fortunately for
everyone involved, Szymborska was
quickly embraced by American read-
ers, many of whom thought her to be
not unlike the great Elizabeth Bishop:
reticent in her writing of poems yet
deeply humane and keen on rigorous
examination of people, including her-
self, and our tangible and metaphysical
surroundings.

Yet judging by the dust jacket that

enfolds Here, the 87-year-old
Szymborska, who appears with a gen-
tle smile, eyes closed, while sitting at a
table with a cup of coffee in front of
her and holding a lit cigarette in her
hand, should also be viewed as some-
one deeply engaged with the present
moment, the proverbial here and now,
where the momentary suspension of
the world’s tumult not only gives way
to far-reaching reflections but also
reminds us of the world’s wonderfully
perplexing richness. 

Szymborska’s poems belong in the
realm of free verse, that great invention
of the 20th century. Many if not most
of her poems are built around lists or
catalogues. It is as if the poet were
holding up to the light the objects that
make up her surroundings, rotating
each one time and again. The outcome
is often a mixture of doubt and aston-
ishment, as in the opening title poem,
in which the lines “I can’t speak for



her quest for gotcha moments, it is
nonetheless impossible to deny that
even when Szymborska talks about
herself in a voice har-
nessed to her own
singular vision, her
conclusions, however
fleeting they may be,
are relevant to all. 

It is hard to believe
that no poet has been
deemed worthy of the
Nobel Prize in
Literature since
Szymborska—there
is something pro-
foundly engaging and
long-lasting in the
way her poems open
up to wide vistas and invite us to do the
same. Whether we think about memo-
ry as a source of both pain and delight
or gaze with admiration at “clouds in
progress, ongoing roads,” we inhale
fresh air and remain “stunned by the
world.” By tapping into the unpre-
dictability of our experience, regardless
of how rooted we might be in a partic-
ular place or memory that allows us to
connect the dots between our past and
future, Szymborska is able to remain
above the brooding and the sentimen-

tal. Nothing escapes her, no matter
how highbrow or lowbrow. This is why
in “Metaphysics,” the passing of time is

punctuated by something
as pedestrian as “having a
side of fries.” 

Alas, time marches
on. The process of living
in the moment, yet
expecting each moment
to renew itself, is a gift
many find too elusive
these days. Just in case
we are about to become
unglued in the face of
i m p e r m a n e n c e ,
Szymborska reminds us
that “The next day/
promises to be sunny,/

although those still living/ should
bring umbrellas.” It is precisely her
ability to live simultaneously in the
present and yet be curious enough to
explore what good or evil lurks around
the corner that makes Szymborska a
poet for today, tomorrow and for what
is yet to come. 

PIOTR FLORCZYK is editor and translator of
Been and Gone: Poems of Julian
Kornhauser (Marick Press) and of the forth-
coming Building the Barricade and Other
Poems (Calypso Editions). 

elsewhere,/ but here on Earth we’ve
got a fair supply of everything” give
way to musings on things culinary,
familial and even intergalactic, among
others. What makes the marriage pro-
foundly compelling is the way
Szymborska’s poem opens onto the
world, thus magnifying what most of
us hold in our own existential
crosshairs (“I know what you’re think-
ing next./ Wars, wars, wars.”). But the
tone of the poem remains cool and
precise, a rare occurrence in our
increasingly fragmented and compli-
cated world. The poem predictably
ends in the speaker’s disarming accep-
tance of the varied reality of human
life, calling it a bargain; and the
moment that played host to cool fact-
checking remains where we found it—
that is, in the here and now, where “the
walls reveal no terrifying cracks/
through which nowhere might extin-
guish you.” 

The subtle predictability of
Szymborska’s method, both meticu-
lous and carelessly offhanded, ulti-
mately turns out to be less a handicap
than an authentic reproduction of a
mind and spirit hard at work. Much of
that reinforces the truth that we know
less than we think we know not only
about ourselves but also about the
world at large. Standing on the side of
caution allows Szymborska to take up
subjects on which most contemporary
poets, many of whom seem to find
pleasure in glib experiments tangled
up in theoretical dismemberment of
language and form, have long turned
their backs. Take, for example,
“Teenager,” which opens with “Me—a
teenager?” only to end with bewilder-
ment at the continuity of the human
experience and memory by way of a
scarf left behind by the teen. A scarf
“of genuine wool, in colored stripes/
crocheted for her/ by our mother,”
which like an heirloom the speaker
still owns. While some may try to dis-
qualify the poem as an example of the
poet barely scratching the surface in
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President

Erie,
Pennsylvania

Gannon University, a Catholic university, invites
applications and nominations for the position of

President. Located in Erie, Pennsylvania near the Lake
Erie bayfront, Gannon is a nationally recognized
comprehensive institution offering nearly 100 academic
programs in the health professions, sciences, engineering,
business, education, social sciences and the humanities.
Gannonʼs caring community of dynamic faculty and staff
educate over 4,200 motivated students in an environment
focused on Catholic values.
The University has enjoyed a decade of remarkable growth
in enrollment, facilities, and academic prominence. For the
past seven years, U.S. News & World Reportʼs “Americaʼs
Best Colleges” has ranked Gannon as a top tier university
in the northern region of the United States. Additionally,
Gannon is one of only 15 colleges and universities ranked
in the annual guideʼs Great Schools, Great Prices category,
which affirms Gannonʼs mission of providing a quality
education at an affordable price. Gannonʼs dedication to
service has been recognized by Washington Monthly, which
ranked Gannon 16th out of more than 500 national Masterʼs
Universities in its “2010 College Rankings.”
Over 25 percent of Gannon students are enrolled in one of
the Universityʼs 21 graduate programs. Gannon offers
masters degree programs across a broad spectrum of
disciplines including business, education, engineering,
health professions, and the humanities and social
sciences. Its burgeoning interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in
Organizational Learning and Leadership is the first and
only program of its kind in the region while the Doctor of
Physical Therapy program (DPT) continues as a signature
program in the School of Health Professions.
Gannon is seeking a respected academic leader who will
build on Gannonʼs strong history and provide inspirational
vision to ensure Gannonʼs future. This president will also
assume a prominent external role, working closely with
community/business leaders, alumni, donors and other key
constituents of the University. Candidates must be practicing
Catholics and deeply committed to a student-centered
education which combines liberal, professional and holistic
personal development with formation in leadership skills and
moral principles. A Ph.D. or earned terminal degree from an
accredited institution is strongly preferred.
A full position profile is available upon request.
Nominations and inquiries may be directed, in confidence
to GannonPresident@wittkieffer.com. To inquire by phone
please contact John K. Thornburgh at (412) 209-2666 or
Elizabeth K. Bohan at (630) 575-6161.

Gannon University is an Equal Opportunity Employer that
encourages diversity and invites women and members of

underrepresented groups to apply.

Pope Benedict XVI warns us of the 
dangers of relativism, the denial 
that anything (including Scripture 

and the teachings of the Church) can be the absolute truth. From his 
experiences in Nazi Germany, to his studies of Augustine and Bo-
naventure, to his role as a peritus in Vatican II, and both as Cardinal 
and as Pope, he has returned to this subject time and again. His 
remedy: truth lies in Jesus Christ, the unique revelation of God. It is 
only by recognizing Jesus Christ, the Church and her liturgy, that this 
danger can be overcome. 

Fr. Gediminas T. Jankunas, a priest of the diocese of Panevezys, 
Lithuania, presently teaches Christology at the Kaunas Theological 
Seminary and Pastoral Studies at the University of Vytautas Magnus. 

Fr. Gediminas T. Jankunas, STD
ISBN: 0-8189-1316-9  352 Pages  

$24.95  Prod Code 1316-7

TO ORDER Phone toll-free 1-800-343-2522
or visit our Website at www.stpauls.us
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Positions
DIRECTOR, IGNATIAN IDENTITY PROGRAMS.
Regis High School in New York City seeks to fill
this new position for a resource person and pro-
gram coordinator. The Director aids in the initial
mission formation of teachers and staff who may
be new to Catholic and Jesuit education, the devel-
opment of teachers as Ignatian educators before
attaining basic job security, and providing ongoing
programming for faculty and staff to sustain mis-
sion awareness and readiness. We anticipate both
excitement and the unknown in establishing this
position. Applications will be accepted through
February. Interested parties should check the com-
plete description and instructions at www.regis-
nyc.org/Ignatian.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR sought by Africa Faith
& Justice Network in Washington, D.C., office.
Details at afjn.org.

LAY ECCLESIAL MINISTER. St. Helen Catholic
Church, Amory, Miss., living and worshiping in
the spirit of Vatican II, seeks to fill a full-time
position of Lay Ecclesial Minister July 1, 2011.
Pastor to 75-family northeast Mississippi parish
continuing enrichment in worship, outreach and
religious formation. Master’s or certificate in pas-
toral studies or equivalent and pastoral experience
required. Send résumé to: Diocese of Jackson,
P.O. Box 2248, Jackson, MS 39225-2248, Attn:
Msgr. Elvin Sunds. Applications accepted
through April 1, 2011. Call (662) 256-9595 for

information about this truly 21st-century parish.

Retreats
BETHANY SPIRITUALITY CENTER, Highland
Mills, N.Y, offers the annual Easter Triduum
retreat, April 21-24, and private and directed
retreats throughout the year. Margaret Silf will
direct a retreat, “At Sea With God,” June 17-24. A
ministry of the Religious of Jesus and Mary,
Bethany is conveniently located on a beautiful 78-
acre property in the foothills of the Catskills. (845)
460-3061; www.bethanyspiritualitycenter.org.

Wills
Please remember America in your will. Our legal title
is: America Press Inc., 106 West 56th Street, New
York, NY 10019.

America classified. Classified advertisements are
accepted for publication in either the print version of
America or on our Web site, www.americam-
agazine.org. Ten-word minimum. Rates are per word
per issue. 1-5 times: $1.50; 6-11 times: $1.28; 12-23
times: $1.23; 24-41 times: $1.17; 42 times or more:
$1.12. Ads may be submitted by e-mail to:
ads@americamagazine.org; by fax to (928) 222-
2107; by postal mail to: Classified Department,
America, 106 West 56th St., New York, NY 10019.
To post a classified ad online, go to our home page and
click on “Advertising” at the top of the page. We do not
accept ad copy over the phone. MasterCard and Visa
accepted. For more information call: (212) 515-0102.
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CLASS IF IED
For Sale
ENTIRE PERSONAL LIBRARY of 4,000 volumes
for sale: multiple volumes related to patristics,
Quasten, many volumes in Ancient Christian
Writers series, Alberigo-Komanchak (five-volume
History of Vatican II). Books by or about Popes
John XXIII, Paul VI, John Paul II, Benedict XVI,
many by Newman, Rahner, Küng, Congar, de
Chardin, Bultmann, Guardini, Jungmann, Häring,
McBrien, Johnson, Fiorenza, Weigel, Curran,
Neusner, Allen, Brown, Fitzmyer, Meier, entire
Anchor Bible series, Sacra Pagina series, six-vol-
ume Anchor Bible Dictionary, Martini, O’Collins,
Gutiérrez, Segundo, Boff, Shelley, McDonagh,
many others. Library is located in Manhattan and
is ready for sale at negotiable price. Contact Rev.
Aldo Tos at ajtos29@nyc.rr.com.

“SACRED SOUNDS OF SACRED HEART,” a CD
of music produced by the Adult Choir of Sacred
Heart of Jesus Parish, Cambridge, Mass. The CD
is a collection of inspiring and uplifting music.
Ideal for personal prayer, meditation, parish
retreats, missions and days of recollection. Cost:
$13 plus $2 S&H. Please call (617) 547-0399, or
contact sacredheartofj@msn.com.

Parish Missions
INSPIRING, DYNAMIC PREACHING: parish 
missions, retreats, days of recollection; www
.sabbathretreats.org.

America

A JOB 
IN THE CATHOLIC SECTOR?

LOOKING FOR 

HIRING AT YOUR 
CHURCH OR SCHOOL?
GET THE WORD OUT WITH 
AMERICA!
Job Listings are accepted for 
publication in America's print and 
web editions.

For more information contact Julia 
Sosa at jsosa@americamagazine.org 
Telephone: 212-515-0102 or visit: 

WWW.AMERICAMAGAZINE.ORG



A New Welcome Mat 
Paul Crowley’s “Tomorrow’s Theo-
logians” (2/7) gives all Catholics hope.
Though Father Crowley is a Jesuit
teaching at a Jesuit institution, his
message calls for a more effective
Catholic education. As a child of the
1960s I am encouraged by the young,
by respect for diversity and the bene-
fits of crosscultural and cross-religious
experience. This only strengthens the
Catholic faith; this culture is not the
culture of death. Without discounting
the problems of modernity, Father
Crowley says we should not fear it.
The goal is not to divide the church
but solidify it, not do away with the
hierarchy but help it to focus on the
real message of Jesus, who never
turned away sinners. It is for welcom-
ing the divorced and remarried, the
homosexuals and the marginalized.
Great article! 

MICHAEL BARBERI
Carlsbad, Calif. 

Catholics Might Still Kill the Bill 
In response to “’Fixing’ Health Care
Reform” in Signs of the Times (2/7), I
think we, as socially responsible
Catholics, need to look at the local
impact of the health care reform bill
on its intended beneficiaries, the poor,
marginalized and uninsured. Yes,
there is an abortion component; and
we all are, or should be, against abor-
tion. Representative Dan Lipinski
finds the mechanism in the bill to
withhold federal funding of abortion
“dangerously fragile.” Others, like
myself, find it adequate under the cir-
cumstances. (In a pluralistic society
others with different views have a right
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America (ISSN 0002-7049) is published weekly (except for 12
combined issues: Jan. 3-10-17, 24-31, May 2-9, June 6-13, 20-27,
July 4-11, 18-25, Aug. 1-8, 15-22, Aug. 29-Sept. 5, Nov. 28-Dec. 5,
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Dr. Jonathan Yates
Villanova University
A Patristic Perspective

Fr. Francis Caponi, O.S.A.
Villanova University

A Theological Perspective

Augustine, the Resurrection of the Body,
and the World to Come

Available for Graduate Credit
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WISDOM HOUSE
229 East Litchfield Rd. 

Litchfield, CT 06759
860-567-3163

www.wisdomhouse.org              
info@wisdomhouse.org

Seek
Lady Wisdom in the World’s Religions,

March 11-13
Rabbi Rami Shapiro

Approaches to the Cross of Christ, 
March 26

Leo O’Donovan, SJ

Awakening Communal Consciousness,
May 7

Victoria & Ron Friedman 
with Voicepoint Theatre Ensemble

The Naked Now,
July 8-10

Richard Rohr, OFM
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to basic services.) The bill may not be
perfect, but it is better than nothing.
And with the strident opposition com-
ing from some Catholic circles,
Americans are likely to end up with
nothing by way of universal care for
many years to come. 

TONY PODLECKI
Vancouver, B.C. 

They Deserve to Die 
Visigoths and Vandals no longer pil-
lage and kill, but to imagine that vio-
lence is permanently a thing of the past
is beyond naïve. Interpersonal,
unspeakable violence does occur and
can be magnified by the media. But it
must be condemned in the strongest
terms. Contrary to the stand of your
editorial “Giving Back Lives” (2/7), a
commonsense reading of Western his-
tory points to the importance of the
death penalty. To allow a mass murder-
er to live beyond the weeks allocated to
justice is immoral. America’s freedom
allows you to move around without

reporting to local police, criticize the
government, own your own gun, peace-
ably assemble and protest. In return
you are expected to respect the rights
of others. If you take another’s life, you
forfeit your own right to life. To those
who oppose capital punishment, I say,
grow up. 

CHRIS MULCAHY
Fort Myers Beach, Fla. 

Mistakes Kill 
The editorial “Giving Back Lives”
(2/7) neglects to emphasize that the
church teaches that capital punish-
ment is wrong. Pope John Paul II
called it “cruel and unnecessary” and
removed language from the
Catechism of the Catholic Church that
could have been used to justify it.
While society may have to kill a per-
son under some circumstances, it
does not have to kill someone who is
captured and under the control of
authorities. Traditional Catholics
not only follow the teaching of the

pope and bishops; they have the
mature judgment to recognize that
human institutions, including legal
systems, are imperfect and may lead
to decisions with unjust results. 

JIM AXTELL
Bolingbrook, Ill. 

What We’ll Lose 
I am absolutely sure that Americans
would drop their jaws after reading
the last paragraph of John J. DiIulio
Jr.’s “The Value of Nonprofits” (2/7).
Indeed, what would happen if
Catholic institutions suddenly shut
down? The contribution is so great
that it is now taken for granted in
social work, education and health
care. Indeed, parochial schools com-
plement public schools, both great
equalizers in society. Unfortunately
both were neglected, and now we
wonder why we cannot be civil to one
another. 

NORMA NUNAG
Worcester, Mass. 
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This Dominican parish of over one thousand families is seeking a Director of 
Faith Formation and Evangelization, who will enable parishioners to gain a 
greater knowledge and understanding of the Catholic faith, and to deepen their 
spirituality. 

In collaboration with the Parish community, the Director of Faith Formation and 
Evangelization will design and implement programs which will enhance our vi-
sion to become a center of evangelization.  The Director will develop, implement 
and direct curricula and opportunities for the spiritual formation of parishioners, 
from those who are taking their first steps to those ready to bring the Good News 
of Jesus Christ to the world. 

The position requires energy, commitment, courage and creativity.  Successful 
candidates will be proficient in organizing and teaching, with excellent communi-
cation skills. 

or pastoral studies, and have five years of related experience.  The candidate must 
be an active, practicing Catholic. 

The position is available July 1, 2011.  Application deadline is March 31, 2011.  
All finalists will be interviewed in Seattle.  To obtain a job description and appli-
cation, please send your resume to hr@bspwa.org.  Blessed Sacrament Parish is 
located at 5050 8th Ave. NE, Seattle, WA 98105. 
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EASTER OFFER FROM

DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO WOULD LOVE AMERICA?
Our special Easter offer makes this the best time to share America with a friend or loved one.

Celebrate your faith this Easter by subscribing or giving a gift at the special rate of only $32 for one full 
year!  That's over 65% off the cover price!

Interested in learning more about your faith, about the country, about the world? Then why not subscribe 
to America magazine, the national Catholic weekly, founded by the Jesuits in 1909? This award-winning 
publication provides provocative articles on a wide variety of topics - from politics to the sacraments - 
and offers reviews on books, film, television and theater, and also offers a weekly column on the readings 
of the Sunday Mass. It is a magazine for thoughtful Catholics and those who care what Catholics are 
thinking.

WINNER OF OVER 100 AWARDS FROM THE CATHOLIC PRESS ASSOCIATION

To take advantage, just fill out the form below, and mail it with your payment to: 
America, Subscription Department, P.O. Box 293159, Kettering, OH 45429-9774
Or you can call us at 1-800-627-9533 (mention code B3161).
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THE WORD

hortly after Bobby McFerrin’s hit
song “Don’t Worry, Be Happy”
won the Grammy Award for

Song of the Year in 1989, I was invited
to Jamaica to give a workshop on the
Gospel parables. Everywhere I went,
the song was playing, and people were
wearing T-shirts with the slogan, espe-
cially in the poorest barrios. I strug-
gled to make sense of the irony: people
living in grinding poverty with their
smiling faces professing happiness. 

The saying “Don’t worry, be happy”
is attributed to Meher Baba, an Indian
mystic and spiritual master (1894–
1969), but it could just as well be
derived from Jesus’ words in today’s
Gospel. Three times Jesus insists that
disciples not worry, whether about life,
food or drink, the body or clothing;
and he urges reliance on divine provi-
dence.

How this instruction is heard and
taken to heart depends on one’s socioe-
conomic position. To those who have
all they need to eat, drink, wear and
sustain their bodily health, Jesus gives a
warning not to center their efforts on
accumulating more. Coupled with the
introductory verses about serving God
and not mammon, the Gospel admon-
ishes those who have enough of life’s
necessities not to give in to greedy
desires that continue to escalate.

But what about those who are

struggling just to survive, who truly
worry about how they will feed
their families? What good is it
to voice assurances that God
will provide? It would be
especially pernicious if peo-
ple mired in poverty hear
“O you of little faith” (v.
30) as an accusation that
their neediness flows
from their lack of trust in
God.

The key can be found in
verse 33, in which Jesus instructs
his disciples, “Seek first the king-
dom of God and his righteousness,
and all these things will be given
you besides.” When the focus of
one’s desires is on the right relations
that characterize the reign of God,
then those who have enough of life’s
necessities are not fixated on a
quest for more. Rather, they coop-
erate with God in providing for
those in need. Those who are poor
can let go their worries about sur-
vival, and those better off can be
released from anxiety that derives
from enslavement to possessions.
These are the kinds of worries that
Jesus invites disciples to let go. Worry
on the part of those who are comfort-
able about others who are struggling
can be a good and productive anxiety
if it proves to be a catalyst to rectify
unjust distribution of goods. 

The Gospel does not advocate that
disciples should be passive in the face
of genuine need, simply tossing off a
happy-go-lucky assurance that God
will provide. It is more akin to Meher

Baba’s fuller saying: “Do your best,
then don’t worry; be happy in My

love. I will help you.” 
The help God provides is like

that of a mother who could
never forget her infant, as the

first reading asserts.
Likewise, the Gospel speaks

of God making motherly
provision by feeding and
clothing not only her
human children but
wild flowers and birds

and grasses of the field. Since God is
both fatherly provider (v. 32), who
sows and reaps, and motherly caregiv-
er, who feeds and clothes, all that has
come forth from the divine womb is
tenderly cared for before their needs
are even voiced. As children of the
Creator, we too, tend and nurture all
life, taking every measure possible to
bring more fully to birth God’s king-
dom and divine righteousness, letting
go of worry and entrusting ourselves
to the One who wills true happiness
for all. 

BARBARA E. REID

Why Worry?
EIGHTH SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME (A), FEB. 27, 2011 

Readings: Is 49:14-15; Ps 62:2-9; 1 Cor 4:1-5; Mt 6:24-34

“Do not worry.... Seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness” (Mt 6:25, 33)

S

PRAYING WITH SCRIPTURE

• Talk to God about your worries. What
response do you hear in prayer?

• How does your care for the fragile crea-
tures of earth reflect God’s tenderness for
the children of God’s womb?

• What is the meaning of “seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness”?

BARBARA E. REID, O.P., a member of the
Dominican Sisters of Grand Rapids, Mich., is
a professor of New Testament studies at
Catholic Theological Union in Chicago, Ill.,
where she is vice president and academic
dean.
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NEW! STATIONS OF THE CROSS
You Have Redeemed the World
Has Redimido al Mundo (Spanish edition)

Praying the Stations in the Holy Cross Tradition
Edited by Andrew Gawrych, C.S.C., and Kevin Grove, C.S.C.
Steeped in the spirituality and mission of the religious communities 
of Holy Cross, voices from around the world invite us to travel the 
Way of the Cross and contemplate the saving power of Christ’s death 
and resurrection in unexpected places. 
Available in English and Spanish: 32 pages / $2.50

NEW!

Open Our Hearts
 A Small-Group Guide for an Active Lent, Cycle A
Donna L. Ciangio, O.P., and Thomas B. Iwanowski
� is Lectionary-based small-group booklet contains everything needed 
for a successful parish-based Lenten program, including soup recipes 
for groups that want to begin or end each session with a simple meal.
 96 pages / $5.95

ave maria press® Notre Dame, IN 46556 / www.avemariapress.com / Ph: 800-282-1865
A Ministry of the Indiana Province of Holy Cross · www.holycrossvocations.org PROMO CODE: AN2Ø211ØØ5MA

Ciangio and Iwanowski de� ly tie our everyday lives to the Lenten gospels in a way that 
energizes us to shine the trans� guring light of Christ on our work, parish, and home.

Most Rev. Gerald Wilkerson 
San Fernando Regional Bishop, Archdiocese of Los Angeles

Lent 2011
(Recipe from Open Our Hearts.)

Tomato Vegetable Soup
Serves 4-6

INGREDIENTS
2 tablespoons olive oil or olive 

oil cooking spray
1 large sweet onion, chopped
4 stalks of celery with leaves

(cut into small pieces)
1 small package shredded carrots
2 large cans chicken or

vegetable stock
1, 8-ounce can chopped

tomatoes
1 package sliced mushrooms
1 teaspoon celery salt
1 tablespoon basil
4 twists of ground black pepper
1 tablespoon dried parsley � akes 

(or 1 cup fresh chopped)
1 teaspoon Kosher salt (to taste)
Shredded rotisserie chicken

(optional)

PREPARATION
In a large soup pot, heat olive 
oil or spray; sauté onion slowly 
until clear. Add celery and 
shredded carrots and sauté until 
tender. Add stock, tomatoes, 
mushrooms, and spices. Taste 
before adding salt. Simmer 
on low for about 20 minutes 
until hot. You can add one cup 
of couscous (whole wheat or 
semolina) right into the soup. 
Or cook rice or small pasta 
(e.g., orzo) separately and add 
later. Garnish with Pecorino 
Romano or shredded cheddar or 
other cheese of your choice.

Find featured recipes 
and tips to inspire 
your Lenten season.

Watch for Our

Lenten Event

PERSONAL REFLECTION
Over 250,000 copies sold of all Sacred Space books!
Sacred Space for Lent 2011
The Irish Jesuits
Ideal for anyone looking to take time out of a busy day to meditate 
during the Lenten season in the riches of the Jesuit tradition. 
128 pages / $2.50

SMALL GROUP
Lent and Holy Week
Bridges to Contemplative Living with Thomas Merton
The Merton Institute for Contemplative Living
Opens the writings of � omas Merton in easily digestible pieces and 
pairs them with the words of other great spiritual thinkers. Designed for 
use in small groups between Ash Wednesday and Easter.
64 pages / $5.95

5th Edition!
P


